


Praise for 
Living on Purpose

For too many individuals, knowing God’s will seems a far-off, 
mysterious, difficult to understand process. In the pages of Living on 
Purpose, author Barry Ham brings clarity to the believer who seeks 
to better grasp God’s purpose for their life.

Living on Purpose is an excellent, thought-provoking, God-lov-
ing, and think-activating book to help you in your quest to find and 
follow God’s direction for your life.

Josh D. McDowell
Author and speaker

Watching the Summer and Winter Olympics always stirs my 
patriotic spirit. Watching the Paralympics hits all my emotional and 
motivational chords. Watching athletes competing in spite of their 
physical and mental limitations is humbling and makes me appreciate 
the fierce capacity in the human spirit to “live life with a purpose.”

Barry has created a great blueprint for examining the areas of life 
where focused intentionality is necessary. No matter your age or sta-
tion in life, this is a valuable read. For those already “laser focused 
with purpose” it can function like a meat cutter “steeling” his knife’s 
edge for razor sharpness. For those drifting and meandering through 
life, it can be a GPS to help identify markers and get you focused on 
a destination. And the last chapter is a wonderful “jump starter” for 
clearing the fog and finding determination to make the rest of your 
journey “purpose focused.”

Don Needham
Pastor of Seniors at Woodmen Valley Chapel

Colorado Springs, CO
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I have read several books on mission, purpose, calling, etc. I 
believe that Dr. Barry Ham’s Living on Purpose is the most practical 
book on this subject I have read. It not only speaks to the reality of 
purpose in the life of believers, but it provides practical steps to con-
sider in living the reality that God designed us for a purpose.

Today, many of us are living life through our own efforts and 
abilities. We work hard, have families and friends, and have many 
distractions intended to entertain us. This routine of life often leaves 
us frustrated, wanting more, and seeking authentic purpose in life. 
We end up asking ourselves, “Do I have a purpose here on earth?” 
This question is complex and may be considered too big to answer 
or even understand. Dr. Barry Ham presents a compelling discussion 
that details how God designed us to live life with purpose. Living on 
Purpose presents practical actions designed to help us purposefully 
live in relationship with God, others, and ourselves. Living with such 
intent leads to a legacy that reflects a life lived on purpose.

Dr. Sarah Scherling, EdD
Vice President of Academic Administration

College of Adult and Graduate Studies
Colorado Christian University

Life can be hectic and demanding, but there are really just two over-
arching callings that should govern all we do: love God and love others. 
Barry Ham has shown us how an unwavering commitment to those 
two tasks can help everything in our lives fall beautifully into place.

Jim Daly
President of Focus on the Family

Living on Purpose takes you on a journey to building the life you 
were created to live. This book gently sets you back on track in your 
relationships, work, finances, health, decision making, and goals for 
life. I thoroughly enjoyed reading it and am going through sections 
of it a second time.

Chuck Hagele, MBA, CPC
Executive Director of Project Patch
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As a “visual learner,” Barry Ham has written a sort of “user’s 
manual” on living life with purpose! In a compelling way, he shares 
his personal story and practical examples that reveal how we can 
grab life and live it to the fullest! Living on Purpose will be a resource 
for anyone needing to get back on the path of their designed purpose 
in life and for anyone who wants to explore tried and tested ways to 
find their purpose in life.

Mark Tedder
Director of Worship Planet

Seriously, another book on living a purposeful life? Honestly, 
I’ve read many. But this one made me uncomfortable, as it caused 
me to think and rethink about who and what matter most in this 
life. I needed the recalibration. You might as well. In his typical 
warm, engaging, and humorous style, Barry helps us to live life as it’s 
intended to be lived.

Wade Brown
Executive Director of PastorServe

“Why are we here?” is a mountain of a question. For many 
of us, its terrain is so massive and steep that we turn away from 
any semblance of an attempt to explore the answers, much less 
live them out. In Living on Purpose, Dr. Barry Ham not only win-
somely invites us on the journey, but with wisdom gleaned from 
many years as a teacher and counselor—as well as a fellow human 
being—he also provides us with biblical guidance and practical 
footholds for the climb. I’ve known Barry for many years, and he 
authentically models what he says in these pages. I’m grateful for 
such a roadmap that beckons us with the Life-giving invitation to 
embrace fully the reality that we’ve been created by God with lov-
ing intentionality.

Matt Heard
Founder of THRIVE and author of Life with a Capital L: Embrac-

ing Your God-Given Humanity
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Dr. Barry Ham has done a most practical, comprehensive, and 
inspiring pursuit of Living On Purpose. Barry is like the wise sage 
who has really been there, done it. He calls the reader out of the 
masses and upward toward the tightrope of greater possibilities for 
an abundant life that promises to outlive us; a spiritual and relational 
legacy. Throughout each chapter, Barry stands on solid footing using 
Biblical truths, tried and true life experiences, and an easy conversa-
tional style that offers an uplifting voice high above the crowd. As he 
was with me, let Barry be your guide and there’s more than a chance 
that together you will get to the other side! 

Jeff Kozyra,
Restoration pastor, New Life Church, 

Colorado Springs, CO.  
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This book is dedicated:
First, to our children and their spouses. It is the longing of my 

heart that you would intimately embrace the heart and the desires 
of the Living God to live fully the life for which He has created you.

Second, to our young granddaughter Launa, who I pray will 
grasp the concepts of this book from an early age. If you do, the Lord 
will use you in powerful and significant ways.

Third, to my cousin Diana Pilcher, who never ceases to amaze 
me with her determined faithfulness to overcome the challenging 
obstacles of this world in order to live out every single day that God 
has entrusted to her. Thank you for your continued inspiration to 
purposefully live life!

Fourth, to all those who truly long to know why they are here, 
the purposes for which they were created, and the destiny to which 
they have been called. “Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will 
f ind; knock and the door will be opened to you” (Matt. 7:7).
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Foreword

“Purpose.” How do we know it? Is it predetermined long before we 
are ever here, or is it just something that happens to us?

While I have been involved in the world of broadcasting for 
more than 50 years, I didn’t get here by design—at least not my own, 
but by a broken finger. It was 1967, and I was 12 years old and play-
ing little league baseball. Now, looking back, I don’t know that I was 
endowed with any particular talent for the sport, yet I was pretty 
convinced that major league baseball should draft me right out of 
junior high school. I was sure that I would be a valuable asset to 
them. I was playing catcher when, about halfway through the season, 
a foul tip hit and broke my right index finger. With my season over, I 
was invited up to the local radio station broadcast booth to help with 
the coverage of the little league games. While it might be surprising 
that a radio station would cover youth sports, you have to remember 
that this was Hope, Arkansas. As it turned out, I did OK at this job 
and before long was hosting my own youth show and even helping 
out with the news.

Did God cause the broken finger so that I would enter the broad-
cast field and experience all that would follow, or did He simply use 
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the situation, as it happened, to my advantage? Was I pursuing my 
passion, or was God awakening a passion within me that I didn’t 
even know I had? These are all good questions.

When I was ten years old, my grandma would take me to the 
vacation Bible school summer program. It was during this time that 
I realized that Jesus, the Son of the Almighty God, wanted to have 
a relationship with me. That seemed pretty clear as I made my deci-
sion to follow Him, and I have never looked back. But again, did 
God cause me to attend that vacation Bible school so that I would 
accept Him, or did He use the fact that I was there to lead me into a 
relationship with Him?

Again, good questions. But someone else might ask, “Does it 
even matter whether or not I fully understand the cause and effect of 
circumstances that seemed to have shaped the course of my life?

In the pages of Living on Purpose, you will find answers to some 
of these very questions, but more importantly, you will find reasons 
for your purpose and purpose for your journey.

You see, our existence here on this earth, yours and mine, is not 
an accident. Our Creator had very specific things in mind when He 
placed us here. And at one time or another, most of us ask ourselves, 
“OK, why am I here? What is my existence all about?” Those are 
some of the very reasons that Barry wrote this book—so that you 
don’t have to wonder and wander; so that you don’t have to guess, but 
you can clearly know God’s purposes for your life.

During the 19th century, it was the custom of the young Native 
American Dakota men, especially during puberty, to seek contact 
with the Divine power. A young man would leave the camp and find 
a secluded spot where he could concentrate alone. He would spend 
days without food, drink, or sleep—begging and imploring the 
Divine to give him some kind of direct revelation. In order to con-
vince the gods of his sincerity, he might gash his arms with a knife or 
even cut off a finger. He was desperate for some kind of vision where 
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an animal or some other phenomenon would speak to him, giving 
him specific direction for his life as an adult.

I am grateful, and you probably are too, that we don’t have to go 
to such extreme measures to know God’s purpose and direction for 
our lives. It is my hope and prayer that the pages of this book will 
encourage and enlighten you as you strive to be “living on purpose.”

—Governor Mike Huckabee

Foreword
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Chapter One

What, Where, Why?—An 
Introduction to God’s Reasons

“The purposes of a man’s heart are deep waters, 
but a man of understanding draws them out.”

—Proverbs 20:5

What? Where? When? Why? These are the logical questions that 
begin this book. What is the meaning of life? Where am I going? 
When will it all make sense? Why am I here? My suspicion is that 
if you are reading these words, then you are asking these questions, 
which have preoccupied the great thinkers and philosophers of the 
ages and millions of other people.

I remember sitting in a graduate course decades ago with Dr. Jim 
Snyder. He would come to class and talk about his hour-long drive 
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from the mountains to the university that he made every day. As he 
described the music he listened to and the sandwich he ate on the 
drive in, he would wax philosophical, asking, “Are we just on a mud-
ball flying through space?”

As much as I enjoyed Dr. Snyder’s counseling classes, I also real-
ized that his question was genuine—and that he had no earthly idea 
as to the answer. And yet, he was not much different from the vast 
majority of people who travel on this “mud-ball.” How we live life 
is not determined by our level of education, our financial status, or 
our physical appearance. We all, universally, at one time or another, 
unless our thinking processes are completely rusted, have wondered: 
“Where did man come from?” “Why was I born?” “What am I sup-
posed to do?” And the list goes on.

I don’t believe for a moment that it is an accident that we ask 
these questions. I wholeheartedly believe that those deep longings to 
know and understand are a part of our psychological and emotional 
DNA. They have been wired into us at the core of who we are. But I 
am getting a little ahead of myself.

!

As a university professor myself, I frequently tell my students 
that they are the exception. Exception? The exception to most of 
the population. By that I mean—they are thinkers. Now perhaps I 
should clarify. While it would be nice to believe that all college and 
university students are thinkers, I’m afraid that is not necessarily the 
case. You see, the vast majority of students who enter the post-sec-
ondary educational world do so for one of two reasons: either 1) they 
have chosen a career path that they desire to pursue, or 2) they are 
“supposed to.” Supposed to what? Supposed to go to college.

Time and time again I find myself in conversations with stu-
dents, counseling clients, or just friends in casual chit-chat. What I 
repeatedly discover is that most of them haven’t given a great deal of 
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thought to what this mud-ball’s journey through space is all about. 
Well, that is not completely true. In one of their soul-searching phil-
osophical moments, perhaps during a high school biology course, 
they privately wondered, “Hmm, I wonder what life is all about?” But 
it may have seemed like a topic that was too overwhelming, too big 
to grasp, and kind of hurt their head to think about. So, they pulled 
their head back below the clouds and rejoined the masses that sim-
ply went on with their lives.

I think that some feel that contemplating and asking life’s hard 
questions isn’t necessarily rewarding. Instead, they believe they will 
get smacked down for thinking outside of the box. I picture the 
“whack-a-mole” game at the arcade. When the mole pops up, you 
quickly whack him with your mallet. People who dare to think risk 
a similar response. It would seem that most people are content to 
adhere to the following life script: a) spend your elementary years 
watching cartoons and playing make-believe games with your 
friends; b) try not to stand out too much during middle school in 
order to make it to high school in one piece; c) don’t say anything 
that will make you unpopular and do your best to get OK grades in 
high school so you can get into college; d) go to college so you can 
get a diploma in order to get a job; e) get a job in your chosen field 
in order to make a living; f ) get married so that you will have a com-
panion and so that you can have kids (though in this age it doesn’t 
always seem to be in that order); g) build a life creating the 2.5 kids, 
obtaining the dog and cat, buying the brick house with the two-car 
garage, and taking the annual vacation; h) regularly invest in your 
401(k) plan so that you can retire as soon as possible from that job 
that you only slightly enjoy (and that is on a good day); i) retire and 
become a couch potato, a snowbird, or a perpetual RV traveler so 
that you can…well; j) wait for life to end.

OK, I know I haven’t painted this life in the best of lights, but I 
can’t tell you the number of individuals, ages 65, 75, or 85 with whom 
I have spoken who have described their life in similar terms. When 
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I asked them if they were satisfied with their last three quarters of 
a century, their reply, far too often, is, “No.” If I then pursue ques-
tioning, “Then why did you do it this way?” the response is often, 
“Because that is what I thought I was supposed to do.” In other 
words, they had followed the pattern handed down by their parents, 
allowed themselves to be influenced by the pursuits of their friends, 
or got caught in the flow of the society and culture—chasing dreams 
of money and success as presented throughout the media. They 
didn’t do too much thinking—they just followed.

Back to my university students. While some of my students 
haven’t been out of high school long, I have many who are adults 
who have been in the workforce, experiencing more of life, before 
stepping out of that flow to re-enter school. They have thought this 
decision through, at least a little bit, though they still may not have a 
clear picture of what life is about.

So, we have to begin to ask ourselves some challenging questions. 
Well, I guess we don’t actually have to. But if we don’t want to wake 
up at 75 years of age and find ourselves thinking, “Oops, I missed it. 
I missed the opportunity of this thing called ‘life,’” then some ques-
tions are in order. Some of these questions I have mentioned above. 
Others may include the following: “Do I find myself simply trying 
to get through life as painlessly as possible so that I can then retire? 
Because surely that is when I will begin to enjoy life.” “Do I get up 
and go through the routines of the day just so that I can get up and 
do it again tomorrow?” “Is all that I have to look forward to in life 
summed up in ‘acquire some stuff, have a little bit of fun, and then 
die’?” “Do I endeavor to stay busy so that I don’t have to think about 
it all?” As one song sung by Peggy Lee so clearly expresses: 

Is that all there is?
Is that all there is?

If that’s all there is, my friends,
Then let’s keep dancing.

Living on Purpose
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Let’s break out the booze and have a ball
If that’s all there is.1

One author asked the questions like this: “Is there an intelligence 
behind the origin of the universe? Is there a purpose for its existence, 
and our individual lives? Or is the universe simply an accident, some-
thing that emerged out of nothing? Perhaps simply one of an infinite 
number of universes that somehow arose from pre-existing quantum 
laws?”2

Questions, questions, questions! But are there any answers? It is 
my confident and convinced position that there are. And that is what 
this book is truly about. I don’t believe for one minute that we are an 
accident condemned to wander about aimlessly, filling our time with 
busyness until this life is over and we draw our final breath. Every 
fiber in my being wants to scream out to a lost and dying world—
“We were created and placed here with purpose and for a purpose. 
And you are not abandoned to guessing what it is!”

Beginning Point
“Living life without purpose is like embarking across the ocean 

without a destination in mind, compass or any other navigational 
equipment. It might be enjoyable for the first few days or weeks, but 
when water and food rations run low, the Dramamine pills run out, 
and you are totally lost with no idea which way is the quickest to 
land, things get drastic fast. We wouldn’t think of taking a risky voy-
age like this, but somehow we end up sailing through life without a 
clue as to where we are going or what it will take to get there.”3

Does that sound familiar? Have you been going through life 
doing what you’re “supposed to do,” following the latest trends of 
the culture, endeavoring to keep up—and you’re not even sure with 
what? If that describes you, I get it. It once described me as well.

The question was driven home for me over 30 years ago. I was 
a relatively young husband with two children. I lived in a decent 
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suburban neighborhood and was serving in a local church minis-
try. However, some developments in life had occurred that were 
unraveling my core. No, it wasn’t any single traumatic event such as 
a tragic accident or death. It actually was a slowly developing dis-
illusionment—a disillusionment with people. “Wait—with people? 
I thought you said you were in ministry. Doesn’t that involve peo-
ple?” Oh yes—very much so. Maybe too much so. As I worked with 
people, I guess I expected them to grow and behave and treat each 
other with love and kindness. Along with that, I’m sure that I put 
too much confidence in them, expecting them to meet my needs for 
validation. I mean, if they grew in their relationships and their love 
of God, then that must mean I was doing a good job. But if they 
weren’t, then I felt like a failure. And if my success depended on their 
responses, then I guess I was a failure. Much like in the song lyrics 
from earlier, I began to ask myself, “Is this it? Is this all there is?” 
Those questions began my journey into purpose.

Now the easiest thing to do would have been to bury my head 
in the sand and just try to pedal faster. I mean for many people, 
busyness helps them avoid deeper thought and reflection. Or per-
haps I could find a new career field that offered more excitement. 
But I knew deep down inside that any of those efforts would have 
the same effect on me as getting on a glamorous cruise ship with no 
destination. So, I took the risk and began to ask myself hard ques-
tions—really hard questions: “What am I supposed to be doing?” 
No—deeper. “Do I even want to do ministry anymore?” No—deeper. 
“Do I even want to serve God?” Getting closer. “Do I even want to 
believe in God?” Keep going. “Does God even exist?” There we go. It 
doesn’t get much more foundational than that.

But with that question came a flood of other related thoughts: 
“If He doesn’t exist, then I really am aimlessly wandering on a mud-
ball flying through space. Now what?” And that is where I began my 
search—a desperate search. I had to know the answer to this ques-
tion before there could be any other questions. Skipping over this 
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because it made my brain hurt would have been akin to my saying, 
“It is too much work to figure out a destination for my trip—let’s 
just get on the ship, or the car, or the airplane.” Because if there is no 
destination, then even the mode of transportation is inconsequential.

In my search, I read and read and read. I spoke to and inter-
viewed scholars and then read some more. I read everything I could 
get my hands on—from philosophy to archeological data. Now this 
book is not meant to be an apologetic (defensive) work about God, 
but a book about purpose. However, I will share with you that there 
was an overwhelming amount of rational, thoughtful evidence that 
more than supported a belief in the existence of God. A couple of 
examples of this would be Evidence That Demands a Verdict and More 
Evidence That Demands a Verdict, both by Josh McDowell.4 These 
have since been updated to The New Evidence That Demands a Ver-
dict.5 McDowell’s books played a significant role in my journey. A 
few other scholarly authors whose works I would recommend would 
be Ravi Zacharias, Lee Strobel, Norman Geisler, and Frank Turek. 
But know that there are countless others. Needless to say, these few 
sentences here don’t even begin to summarize the vast amounts of 
material that I consumed in my quest to answer that one simple 
question: “Does God exist?” But for the purposes (no pun intended) 
of this book, know that the answer I arrived at was a resound-
ing yes! This is a huge, essential question that is foundational to all 
others. And my one-paragraph description is not meant to trivial-
ize this issue in any way. If you haven’t answered this question for 
yourself, I would encourage you to check out some of the many 
resources available.

Now that I had answered the bottom-line core question regard-
ing the existence of God, the follow-up questions were, “Well then, 
if He exists, how do I know what He wants me to do? What does 
He expect of me? I am still flying on a mud-ball through space—
now what?”
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Again, my quest for answers took me from the depths of archae-
ology to the heights of scientific probability. I examined the texts 
of various religions, studying them through the lens of rational 
evidence. Am I saying that God can be boiled down to hard mea-
sureable facts and that there is no need for faith? Certainly not. But 
all of creation screams that the Creator is not the Master of chaos 
but of order. It is possible to arrive at our faith from a place of rea-
son. We are even encouraged in First Peter 3:15 to be prepared to 
explain to others the reason for our hope (see 1 Pet. 3:15). It is not a 
blind, stumbling-in-the-dark hope. It is a rational, thoughtful hope. 
God provides us clear reasons to believe—if we will look for them.

Just one example of this would be the prophecies in the Bible 
regarding the coming of the Messiah. With enormous detail, the 
prophet Isaiah foretold numerous aspects of Jesus’ life and death 
700 years before He walked on this planet.6 King David wrote about 
details of the Messiah in the Psalms, including His not remaining in 
the grave, nearly 1,000 years before Jesus’ life. When all the various 
prophecies are taken into account, probability researchers have cal-
culated that the chances of these prophecies just happening to come 
true on their own is one-in-one vigintillion. For those of you who 
know me and hear me use my own word concoctions such as scril-
lion or gazillion, which mean, essentially, “a whole big gob,” this word 
vigintillion is actually a real number. It is a 1 with 63 zeros after it. 
What does that mean in laymen’s terms? That the chances of these 
prophecies of Scripture coming true apart from God’s intervention is 
virtually impossible. Now I would remind you that this is simply one 
of an overwhelming wealth of evidences.

So, again for the sake of brevity, but at the unintended risk of 
oversimplifying, I concluded that the Scriptures of the Bible are the 
truths and instructions of God for mankind. But now the questions 
get more interesting. We have established what I would call the two 
foundational truths: God is, and the Bible is His revealed Word for 
man. However, many may arrive at this point of acceptance without 
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having searched to get here. They have not been on a quest that led 
them to these foundational pillars, yet they accept that the pillars 
are true. Then they may ask, “So what?” Seventy-five percent of the 
population in the United States believe there is a God, and the vast 
majority of those claim to believe that the Bible is true. However, 
if you were to ask many of them to tell you something about the 
Bible, they would be at a loss for words. After stammering for a bit, 
they might say, “Well, I think it says that God helps those who help 
themselves,” or “God wants everyone to be happy,” or “Spare the rod, 
spoil the child,” or any number of other homespun nuggets that get 
attributed to the Bible, even though they are actually not from God’s 
Word. You see, the reality is, reading the Bible requires time and 
effort—both of which are in short supply at the end of a day. Yet, I 
would contend that this time and effort is both necessary and well 
spent if we want to grasp the concept of purpose.

!

In 1975, I bought a new car—a Ford Maverick. OK, not the 
smartest purchase I ever made—especially when you consider (get 
ready to groan, guys) that I traded in my 1965 Mustang for it. After 
driving the Maverick for a number of years, I decided that the engine 
needed to be rebuilt. At that stage of my life, I enjoyed working on 
cars, and I decided to rebuild the engine myself. So, what do you 
think I did? If you said, “I imagine that you got a hacksaw and a 
blowtorch and dismantled the car, laying the cut-up pieces all over 
the driveway and staring at them.” Hmm—well, that would not be 
correct. While I could have approached it this way, the result would 
not have been a rebuilt engine. No, what I did was I purchased a 
1975 Ford Maverick engine manual. I read it thoroughly, some sec-
tions more than once, so that I could properly take everything apart, 
replace the parts that needed replacing, have parts machined that 
required it, and properly put it all back together—with the end result 
being, I hoped, that the engine would run again, and run well. I 
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carefully followed each step, paying close attention to the instruction 
manual’s details. As a result, the car started up and ran well.

But what would you have thought of my adventure if I told you 
that instead of reading the manual I bought cute pictures to hang in 
my garage that said things like “Just drive your car fast and feel the 
wind in your hair,” or “Cars are for taking you places, so enjoy the 
ride”? You might scratch your head and ask, “What do those things 
have to do with fixing the car?” They don’t have anything to do with 
it, but I like the quotes and hanging them on my garage wall is a 
whole lot easier than reading the manual. Now, I recognize that the 
scenario I have just presented is absurd. You can’t rebuild an engine 
that way. And you can’t live a life that way. Yet, on a daily basis, I see 
people trying.

!

Back to my foundational truths: God is, and the Bible is His 
instruction guide. God is, and He created this earth and every liv-
ing thing on it. He made you and me. The psalmist writes “For you 
created my inmost being; you knit me together in my mother’s womb” 
(Ps. 139:13). He goes on to write: “…All the days ordained for me were 
written in your book before one of them came to be” (Ps. 139:16). God 
knows us—I mean, He really knows us. He designed the earth and 
the people on it with a knowledge and understanding of how it and 
we all work. In the same way that Ford designed and built my car, 
God designed and built mankind and specifically—you and me. So, 
shouldn’t I spend time in His instruction manual if I want to under-
stand what life is all about? Wouldn’t it make sense to consult my 
Creator if I want to know why He put me here? Of course it would. 
But for so many people, their understanding of life comes from pithy 
sayings on Facebook or cute framed crocheted quotes purchased in 
gift boutiques. Hardly authoritative sources on life. While I under-
stand that Facebook doesn’t require me to think a lot, and while I 
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certainly like some of the sayings more than what God’s Word may 
ask of me, perhaps I need to figure out what I really want to know.

I have one shot at this life. I am on earth for a brief moment on 
the time continuum. So what do I want to do with it? Honestly, my 
choice becomes about whether I want to simply exist or whether I 
want to really live to its fullest, the life I have been granted. Author 
Bruce Waltke writes, “In our culture we consider someone unedu-
cated to be foolish, but the Hebrew concept of the fool was not an 
ignorant individual, but a person who has the truth and simply does 
nothing with it.”7 What do you want to do with it?

The Big Picture
Approximately twenty years ago, I moved to Colorado. I bought 

a piece of property and within a couple of years had a house built. 
Construction began on the house in about March and the move 
happened in October of that same year. But here is the amazing 
thing—the house was actually built before March. You see, it was 
built in the mind of the home builder.

Months before the foundation was poured, the architect had 
drawn the plans. These plans were drawn in consultation with the 
engineer to make sure that everything was as it needed to be. In 
other words, supporting walls and pillars had to be in the correct 
places structurally if the house was to stand firm; windows needed 
to be located in places that were accessible for opening and closing; 
correct drain systems had to be buried underground; appropriately 
angled roof trusses had to be constructed; and so on, with dozens 
of details.

But what if, even though the blueprints had been completed, 
when the materials were delivered to the construction site, the fram-
ers took all of the lumber and simply nailed the boards together in 
such a way that they were end to end and stretched three miles? In 
other words, they built the house as though it was just one long piece 
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of wood. Ridiculous, right? Or what if all the shingles for the roof 
were placed on the ground and the concrete for the foundation was 
poured on top of those shingles? That wouldn’t make a lick of sense. 
If I wanted to live in a house that protected me from the rain, kept 
me warm in the winter, was able to withstand large gusts of wind, 
and provided me with the comfortable place for living I had hoped 
for, then the builders needed to follow the plans. If the materials are 
used in any other way than what the architect intended, then it really 
doesn’t matter how they are used—because you won’t end up with a 
house. Having blueprints doesn’t just make building the house easier; 
it makes it possible.

The house serves as an illustration for our lives in so many ways. 
As the verses from Psalms 139 mentioned earlier pointed out, God 
has drawn up the blueprint for all of mankind, as well as for our 
individual lives, way before any of us were born (see Ps. 139:13,16). 
From the moment man and woman walked on this earth, God knew 
what we needed and what would work best to fulfill us as humans. 
But even so, beginning in those early days of the Garden of Eden, 
mankind thought he knew a better way to do it. Really? Yep.

What would happen if the on-site plumber decided that the 
bathrooms really didn’t need water pipes? I mean, sure the blueprints 
called for them, but the plumber decided that the architect didn’t 
know what he was talking about. Besides, if he didn’t have to put 
in the pipes, think of all the time that it would save him. But is sav-
ing time really what is needed? My wife, who is a special education 
administrator, often says, “Sometimes you have to go slow in order to 
go fast.” In other words, you have to take care of the beginning steps, 
the foundational concepts, before you can go on to the next items. 
Similarly, taking the time to put in the pipes will make a huge differ-
ence in the functioning of the bathrooms. You can certainly leave out 
the pipes and save time now, but then you will be hauling buckets of 
water in from the well for the rest of your life. Not a wise plan.
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While the plumber puts in pipes, the framers nails lumber. As the 
electrician runs wire, the roofer lays shingles. Each person performs 
his specific task with the bigger picture in mind. If the electrician 
attempts to wire the house before the framer has erected walls, there 
will be a confounding problem. Each laborer performs his task with 
an eye to the notion—“I am building a house.” Until they catch that 
vision, that are just pounding nails. Similarly, it is essential that we 
catch that vision for life. As Myles Munroe states, “Until purpose is 
discovered, existence has no meaning.”8 He further comments, “Life 
without purpose is time without meaning.”9

!

As we begin to examine the purpose of life, just like the build-
ing contractor, it is essential that we start with the “big picture”—the 
blueprint, the destination. I submit for your consideration (I sound 
like Rod Serling from The Twilight Zone, if you are old enough to 
remember that show) that we must begin with the ultimate “big pic-
ture”—and that is all of eternity. We are clearly told in numerous 
places throughout Scripture that we weren’t created just for a few 
years on earth, but for all of time.

Eternity is a tough concept to grasp. So we poke at it humor-
ously. Woody Allen was quoted as saying, “Eternity is a very long 
time, especially towards the end.”10 We tell jokes about questions 
that St. Peter asks at the pearly gates. We often talk about Heaven as 
if it were some mythical “make all my wishes come true” place in the 
sky. Yet, all of our jokes aside, Heaven and hell are both real places. 
Second Kings 2:1, Matthew 5:12, Matthew 7:21, Luke 10:20, Second 
Corinthians 5:1, Philippians 3:20, Hebrews 12:23, and First Peter 1:4 
is a list of Bible verses that doesn’t even make a dent in all of the 
scriptural references that talk about Heaven, how we can know that 
we can be there, and some glimpses of what to expect. We have to 
begin to fix our eyes on the “big picture.”

!
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I love to hike. However, I don’t love heights. OK—I am down-
right petrified of heights, which makes it really crazy that I have 
hiked about a dozen of Colorado’s “fourteeners.” For those of you 
who live in states with no mountains, I am referring to mountains 
whose peaks are at 14,000 feet or higher. Some mountains I do fairly 
well on, and others, well—I have found myself hugging the moun-
tain for dear life. I remember one such summer hike nearly 25 years 
ago with my boys. There were spots on this particular hike that had 
me near the edge of panic—really! I mean about ready to call the 
search and rescue choppers to come and get me. All I could do was 
stare at the ground and put one foot in front of the other, while my 
boys were thoroughly enjoying the scenery of the mountains, the 
canyons, and the full panorama of sights. I recall that as my oldest 
son, Jeremy, rounded a corner ahead of me, he remarked, “Ooh, Dad’s 
not going to like this.” My heart began to pound harder, and my 
hands became slippery with perspiration. Needless to say, this hike 
was not very enjoyable.

Many of us live life this way. We are focused solely on the next 
step on the ground. Our complete and total picture guiding us is 
where we stand at the moment. We haven’t looked up to see the big 
picture on which God wants us to focus. If our view is small, if our 
vision is limited, is it any wonder that we wander around in endless 
tiny circles?

If we want to do more than walk in circles, then we have to be 
willing to trust the Creator of Heaven and earth, look up from star-
ing at our feet, and focus on the “big picture”—the reasons that God 
put people here and what He has called us to do with the time allot-
ted to us as we begin eternity. As author and speaker Bob Shank 
stated so well in his book Total Life Management, “If you are not 
aligned with God through personal submission, quite frankly, any 
direction is equally viable. It doesn’t matter which way you’re going. 
It’s a short-term trip, anyhow. But for the person tracking with God’s 
purpose, this life is a warm-up for the main event!”11
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I don’t know about you, but hiking the mountain while focused 
solely on not falling off is not much fun. When I do that, I miss 
what the hike is all about. It is much more enjoyable when I am able 
to look out and marvel at the view of where I am going. Similarly, 
when I look intently into God’s purpose for my life, I begin to live—
really live, now and with continuity into eternity.

!

 I mentioned earlier that in talking with my students I sometimes 
note that not many people are “thinkers.” No, I am not suggesting 
that you pose like a well-known sculpture, looking deep in thought. 
But I am encouraging you to think about your life, your direction, 
and your impact. You see, being busy really has nothing to do with 
whether or not we will have any impact on the world. Touré Roberts 
ratchets this up a notch when he says, “Purpose requires concentra-
tion. It mandates that we set goals and objectives daily, and stick to 
them. Purpose requires that we qualify every activity in our lives. 
No time or situation should be random, and everything should have 
meaning. Even if you decide to spend the day resting or doing noth-
ing at all, it should be according to what the purpose of your life 
is.”12

While some might think his perspective is a little extreme, it 
does cause one to think. For example, I wonder how many of us work 
hard at jobs we don’t like in order to make money to take the next 
vacation? For some, life literally becomes about living from vacation 
to vacation. However, for others, while they enjoy vacationing, they 
are more likely to see their time off as an opportunity to connect 
with family, relax, and recharge so that they are better able to go back 
to work and function with a renewed level of excellence. They return 
more prepared to pursue their purpose. Please don’t misunderstand. 
I am not saying there is a right and wrong perspective here. It is not 
that simple. But what I am saying is that the lens I choose to view 
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life through will have a significant impact on how I feel and how I 
approach my day-to-day activities.

Examining Our Days
 Psalms 90:12 states, “Teach us to number our days aright, that we 

may gain a heart of wisdom.” I love the perspective offered by com-
mentary author Albert Barnes: “The prayer is, that God would 
instruct us to estimate our days aright: their number; the rapidity 
with which they pass away; the liability to be cut down; the certainty 
that they must soon come to an end; their bearing on the future state 
of being.”13 He continues on to say, “The prayer is, that God would 
enable us to form such an estimate of life, that we shall be truly wise; 
that we may be able to act as if we see the whole of life, or as we 
should do if we saw its end.”14 In other words, the psalmist is saying, 
“Think.” Examine life—its beginning, it brevity, its end; make sense 
out of it, and live it with a passion to fulfill what God has entrusted 
you with.

Carl Sagan is quoted as saying, “We are rare and precious because 
we are alive, because we can think.”15 Indeed, we can think. We can 
seek the wisdom of God. We can give thought to our days. And yet, 
we can also choose the exact opposite. I can spend all of my free 
time watching mindless sitcoms on television. I can spend hour after 
hour marinating my brain in YouTube videos. I can waste my week-
ends partying and staying inebriated. And I can do all of this under 
the guise of “rest and entertainment.” In her book What Is the Point? 
Misty Edwards comments on this trend when she aptly states, “We 
do not understand that hours and hours of this plants seeds into the 
soil of our minds that are not immediately reaped, but over time the 
fruit of this kind of waste will be seen as our minds grow dull, caus-
ing our spirits to grow dull.”16 This kind of dullness ultimately leads 
us to meaninglessness and despair. But we don’t have to live that way. 
It is truly a choice. I can choose to simply exist until life ends, or I 
can embrace life and all that God intended for it to be.
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!

I spoke earlier in this chapter about the crossroad I had come to 
over 30 years ago and my driven search to find answers to the essen-
tial questions of life. Once I arrived at my two undeniable pillars of 
truth—1) that God is, and 2) that His Word provides us with His 
directions for this life—then the hunger of my soul turned to know 
those instructions. At that point, I read the Bible from cover to cover 
in 30 days. Now I don’t write this as some point of pious pride. I 
tell you that for the sole reason that you might have some insight 
into the desperation and urgency of my need to know what my brief 
few years on this planet were all about. I voraciously consumed the 
Scriptures to find the answer to those questions of “what?” “where?” 
“when?” and “why?” with which I began this chapter. This book is 
the result of my quest to answer those questions—to understand 
God’s purpose.

There are many books out there about “finding God’s will.” I find 
that the majority of people want God to be their “Magic 8-Ball” or 
“Cosmic Genie” that will give them answers to the specific questions 
of their day—questions such as “Where should I live?” “What job 
should I accept?” “Whom should I marry?” “How many kids should 
I have?” “What kind of car should I buy?” And the list goes on and 
on. Please know that you will find in here a chapter that addresses 
decision making in relation to God’s will. However, the bulk of 
the material comes from a core belief that God’s Word continu-
ally emphasizes that He is far more interested in who we are than 
what we do. As Rick Warren remarks, “We are human beings, not 
human doings.”17

The masses walking about this earth want the answers to many 
of the day-to-day questions mentioned above. They will read books 
to learn the formula for finding God’s will (sorry to break it to you, 
but there isn’t one). They will take “StrengthsFinder” and various 
other assessments to sort through career possibilities (though many 
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of those have some value). They will consult mediums and tarot card 
readers (which God clearly condemns). But rarely will they attempt 
to know the Creator of the universe, who alone understands it all. 
Rarely are they willing to do the relational work of digesting His 
Word so that they can better know Him. The truth of the matter 
is simply this—if I genuinely want to understand life and my rea-
son for existing, it is absolutely understandable. But the answers to 
life’s core questions are found only in the God of creation and His 
written instructions!

!

A couple of logistics here. This book is divided into three sections 
as we explore three distinct arenas for understanding the purpose 
of life and our purpose in it. I have made every effort, throughout 
this text, to put in bold any Scripture reference that is purposive in 
nature. I long for this book to be helpful to you regardless of your life 
experiences, your mistakes, your successes or failures, or your stage of 
life. While I have authored other books, I have hungered for decades 
to write this one. I believe that this is the most important manuscript 
I have written to date because it speaks to the core of our being. And 
yet, I understand the enormity of the task at hand. Therefore, it is 
truly with all humility that I ask you to journey with me through the 
pages that lie ahead. I will strive to do my best to honor God and 
honor you in this quest.
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